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  . . . . . a cargo of frozen human organs to a black market kingpin in Bangkok. But after the shipment is attacked, Martin teams up with Natalya . . . . . . to save their own skins. Transporter 3: The brand new trailer is now live on the official website for the film, and it shows off some of the humour and action sequences which will be featured in the film. For those who are looking for spoilers for the
film, below is a list of the main cast and crew, and they are listed according to their characters names in the trailer: "Jason Statham". Is still an American; not Australian. "Natalya Rudakova" is still an American; not Australian. "François Berléand" is still an American; not Australian. "Robert Knepper" is still an American; not Australian. "Michael Jai White" is still an American; not Australian. "Josh

Stewart" is still an American; not Australian. "Bruce Willis" is still an American; not Australian. "Ving Rhames" is still an American; not Australian. "Peter MacNicol" is still an American; not Australian. "Jin Guang Wang" is still an American; not Australian. "Tony Jaa" is still an American; not Australian. "Sammo Hung" is still an American; not Australian. "Joey Ansah" is still an American; not
Australian. "Aisha Hinds" is still an American; not Australian. Transporter 3: Okele Moya's official website has posted a mini-mashup of some images from the film and the first official image from the upcoming Transporter film - Jason Statham and Matt Schulze in character. Transporter 3: The official website for the upcoming film has posted another official press release from the film's producers,

Karyn Kusama and Olivier Megaton, which gives a detailed look at the film's plot. The press release also gives a few details on the film's casting, character names, and plot summary, as follows: Here's the movie's plot summary: "Frank Martin, a delivery boy, is forced to do a dangerous job transporting the organs of a hit man to Bangkok for a black 82157476af
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